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Committee considers
'satellite' graduation
Separate ceremonies
may be held for each school
By JEFF GAMMAGE
May commencement exercises
might be changed so that students will
receive their diplomas from the dean
of their school of study instead of from
James Madison University President
Ronald Carrier.
The new procedure would be a
"satellite'' format, according to Dr.
Harold McGee,
Commencement
Committee member and vice
president of student affairs.
Students would meet at the quad for
an hour long ceremony, then move
with their school to a separate
building where diplomas would be
individually awarded, McGee said.
The Tevised format was proposed
because of the length of the traditional
ceremony, and because of the rowdy
behavior of students at graduation,
McGee said.
The Commencement Committee
held open hearings yesterday, but
only one student attended to voice his
opinion.
Student
Government
Association Senator Craig Underhill
said he is against the satellite format.
Open hearings were also held from 3
to 5 p.m. today and will take place
tomorrow from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
Graduation ceremonies average
two and a half to three hours, McGee
said. He noted parents are inconvenienced by the long wait for
their son or daughter to reach the
podium. The awarding of diplomas
via the satellite system would take
about an hour, McGee added.
Possible sites\for the separate

ceremonies
are
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, Duke Fine Arts Building,
Wilson Hall Auditorium and the quad,
McGee said. But committee member
Dr. Thomas Stanton said he could not
guarantee there would be enough
room inside a particular building for
everyone wishing to see a certain
school's ceremony.
The
disruptive behavior of
graduating students has made it
impossible for many people to enjoy
graduation, McGee said. During the
second and third hours of graduation,
alcohol consumption among students,
increases, and therefore disruptive
behavior increases, he said. "Nobody
ever comes up and compliments us on
commencement," he said "Nobody
really seems to enjoy it. You ask
people and they're not happy with
commencement."
Last year one student left the
ceremony and returned with several
bottles of champagne, which he
distributed to his friends, McGee said,
adding that a cork from one of the
bottles landed at the feet of the
commencement speaker. He noted
another incident a few years ago
where a graduating student offered
beer to the grandmother of another
student. "There are lots of these kinds
of little horror stories," he said.
McGee said he favors satillite
graduation.
Carrier was embarrassed by
student behavior at last year's
See COMMENCEMENT, page 2

Students, administrator
criticize Dukes' $82 keg

Darrell Jackson is one of the new Dukes who saw a good bit of action in the
team's two victorious season openers. See Sports stories, page 12.

This
issue...
Courses outside of the academic
realm are available to students
through community programs. See
City News, page 5.

Author David Marsh comments on
rock music in America. See Inside
interview, page 10.
Assistant football coach Ellis
Wisler and women's basketball
coach Betty Jaynes have submitted
resignations. See Sports stories,
page 12.

By IAN KATZ
Dukes Grill's $82.50 price for a halfkeg of beer purchased for Warren
Campus Center events is unpopular
with some students and at least one
administrator.
Stop-In Food Store and Midway
Market, by comparison, charge
between $21 and $36 for half-kegs,
depending on the brand.
"The keg policy is ridiculous," said
Doug Miller, president of Weaver Hall
Council. "They do it just so they can
make a profit off our parties."
Cathy Crawford, president of
Converse HallCouncil, said, "I would
say on the whole it's pretty unpopular.
We've talked about it in Interhall
Council meetings and a lot of people
are upset about the policy Dukes
has."
Miller said Weaver and Converse
were planning a ballroom party but
because of the keg cost Weaver did
not go through with the plans.
Dukes' beer prices dissuade
students groups from holding parties
or dances there, according to Chris
Sachs, director of student activities
and Warren Campus Center.
When asked if he thought $82.50 is a
reasonable rate for a 15.5 gallon keg,
Sachs said, "no, that's not a

reasonable rate. Mr. Griffin (director
of food services) and Mr. Erickson
(manager of Dukes Grill) know that's
what I think. I've discussed it with
both of them."
When told of Sach's comment, Griffin
said, "I don't recall any conversation
with Mr. Sachs on the subject."
"Someone needs to find out what
Dukes' actual costs are," Sachs said,
"because I think they can charge less
for beer and still make a profit when a
group uses the ballroom. Even if they
can't, they should still charge less for
beer because their profits in other
areas would outweigh their losses in
the beer service. Beer service is only
a secondary part of their operation"
Dr. Robert Bersson, who organizes
the annual art department party in
the ballroom, said, "It (the price)
hasnn't really been an issue. People
seem willing to pay the extra fee we
charge to get in the party. But we're
probably not big beer drinkers like
some of the fraternities and other
student groups. It's probably a bigger
issue with them."
Erickson said that the keg charge is
figured
See KEG, page 2
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(Continued from page f) ■ was very embarrassed by the
commencement, McGee said. behavior at graduation, but
"Dr. Carrier doesn't mind
it's really the school's own
fault," he said. Having
shaking hands, he likes that,
but he wants the occasion to student cadets on hand to
be dignified and memorable police the proceedings would
reduce the rowdy behavior,
for friends and family" and
for the participants themUnderhill said.
selves, he said.
McGee asked, "Do you
"We can't have a dignified
recommend we go in and pull
speaker in here," such as the
somebody out of commencement? Have the police
governor,
because
the
audience does not behave in a
go in and arrest somebody?"
dignified manner, he said.
Underhill said cadets would
Another problem is the size
be responsible for conof the gathering, which
fiscating
any
alcoholic
usually swells to about 10,000
beverages students may have,
and would eject students only
people, according to comif their disruptive behavior
mittee member Dr. Ray
Sonner and McGee. People in
persisted.
The presence of cadets
back rows are unable to see
friends and family graduate
would itself curtail disruptive
behavior, Underhill said.
because of the slope of the
quad, McGee said.
Underhill advocates senIn past years, bleachers and
ding all graduating seniors a
loudspeakers
have
been
letter informing them that
placed on the quad to allow
disruptive behavior will not be
tolerated at the ceremony.
those in the back to see and
hear the ceremony, McGee
"You have to create a
situation where it's not
said. But "nothing has
worked," he added.
socially acceptable to engage
Noting there had been
in disruptive
behavior,"
complaints about the length of
Underhill said.
the ceremony, Underhill said,
Students should also be
"We've spent four years at
informed
that
excessive
this university ... and I don't
alcohol consumption will not
think the people in it mind
be tolerated, he said.
sitting those four hours. I have
"As I see it, your proposal
talked to at least 40 seniors
proposes no solution to this
and none of them minded.
problem," Underhill told
"I understand Dr. Carrier
McGee. Students would still

be disruptive within their
school ceremony, he said.
Stanton. said while people
have "a long litany of complaints"
about
commencement excercises, no one
has ever written to say they
enjoyed the ceremony.
Underhill said, "Do other
schools get letters like that?
Let's face it, people call to
complain. I'll come out and
say it, I think this is something
that's trying to be shoved
down the student's throats."
The Commencement
Committee will meet before
the end of fall semester and
forward its recommendation
to Carrier, who will make the
final decision concerning
gradiuation exercises, McGee
said. Sonner said he has not
decided whether he favors the
proposal, while McGee said he
favors
it.
Underhill noted, "There is a
feeling that JMU does not
have many traditions —
graduation on the quad is a
tradition at JMU. Everbody
who graduates from here has
at least met the President one
time",

Roommate
Finders
Off-Campus
Housing Network

433=3044
Open
EVENINGS
7 pm to 10pm
Mon.-Thurs.
Our network keeps track of
who's renting what, and who's
willing to rent.
Roommate Finders saves you
time, extra expense and effort
and also acts as a pre-screening
service for you
|"Students& Faculty" Harrisonburg, Va.
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• Keg
(Continued from page 1)
on a $2.50 per pitcher rate. A
15.5-gallon keg yields 33 pitchers.
Erickson said that Dukes
charges $82.50 because it
cannot afford to charge less.
"We're going to keep the
prices as they are," Erickson
said."Beer is the only thing
we can make a profit on when
a group uses the ballroom,
and we usually don't break
even at the price we charge.
We do it as a service to the
students, not a prof it-making
device."
When asked if Dukes makes
a profit on the dances in the
ballroom, Griffin said, "I
don't know. I presume they
make money more often than
they lose money, but I know
they lose money in some instances.
"It's unfair to compare
Dukes' prices with the prices
of a non-retail establishment," said Griffin, the
person who is responsible for
Dukes' prices. "It's like expecting to get a steak at a
restaurant for the same price
you pay for it at A&P."
Griffin said he didn't know if
Dukes' prices for beer are
unpopular among student
groups because "No student
or student group has talked to
me about the prices. I can't
speak for them, but I'd be
happy to talk with a
representative group." .
Sachs said that the purpose
of the union is "to provide the
student customer services at a
reasonable rate. That's true
for books, food, and in this
case, beer."
Sachs favors the alternative
offered by Neil Vining, the
catering manager in Chandler
Hall, which has the only other
campus room available for
large groups.
"We offer an opportunity for
students to hold semi-formal
dances,,.at,, a,, loq^n,■■jafe, •,'

because we're a bar," Vining
said. Vining charges $31 for a
15.5 gallon keg of Pabst. He
said there are other reasons
which enable him to charge
that price for beer.
"First of all, we charge a $5
per hour bartender fee,"
Vining said, "and we add on a
service charge. We've got less
overhead than Joe does in
Dukes, and we just order-the
beer when we need it. We
don't have to store it
anywhere.
"We provide more goods
and services because we're a
catering staff," said Vining of
the operation in Chandler,
"and I think our atmosphere
is a little nicer. But one advantage to the ballroom is that
it holds more people than our
room
"We don't make a lot of
money on it," he said.
"I know there is a lot of talk
about the situation," said
Erickson, "but the price of
beer doesn't even cover the
price of running Dukes. Ever
since the beer drinking parties
have been moved into dorms,
our sales have dropped
drastically."
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Record convention to beheld here Saturday

By WENDY
ODEN
N
?10Dcoast
™
_„_,
Ten east
record
dealers will come to James
Madison University* to take
part in a record convention
and show on Dec 5.
The convention is sponsored
by Alpha Chi Rho fraternity.
The convention will be held in
the south ballroom of the
Warren University Union
from 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
will include record dealers
from Virginia, Maryland and
Washington, DC, according
to AXP member Paul Rose.
The show will be open to all
students, as well as to the
general public. Admission is
$1.
In addition, the first 25
people entering the show wiH
receive a free album.
The convention involves
owners of record stores and
chains, Rose said. They will
be selling thousands of albums

have
■»?? them
^em appraised,'
appraised," be
said.
f
"Trading is their big
business," Rose said. "I'm
sure that they would consider
it an investment if they
figured the price of an album

would go
ao up
UD after a'period
aneriod of
time."
Aside from albums, the
dealers will also be selling
assorted music paraphernalia, such as posters, Rose
said.

T*. is
«. the
^ first
„„. record,
This
convention to be held on the
JMU campus. A turnout of
about 500 people through the
course of the day is expected,
Rose said.
Although AXP is sponsoring

AXP WILL BE responsible
for security at the convention,
but Rose said he does not
foresee too many problems.
"It's kind of hard to stash an

Items such as
posters
will also be sold

Prices will be
decided
by the dealers

which are either collector's
items or are no longer in print
and can't be found in ndfmal
• record stores.
"We're providing a service
to the students and to the
community by getting these
records together," Rose said.
"A lot of people are really
eager to find different albums
that they can't find In the
stores."
THE ALBUMS available
will represent all types of
music, but will be collector's
editions of those types, Rose
said. Old and new albums will
be available, he said.
Cost of the albums will vary,
and prices will be decided by
the dealers, Rose said. New
albums probably will not be
sold for less than their normal
retail value, Rose said.
Dealers may also by interested in purchasing any
albums students own which
may be collector's items,
Rose said. "People should
bring any albums they feel
might be collector's items and

.
***%£
the convention, a local dealer
from Staunton is responsible
for its organization, Rose said.
Alan Leichter, owner of the
Record Groove, is responsible
for getting the various dealers
together and for bringing the
convention to the JMU
campus. Leichter held a
similar record convention at
the Sheraton Inn last year, at
which time he talked with
AXP President Tom Horsch
about holding a convention
here, Rose said.
AXP handles promotion for
the
convention.
"Our
responsibility is to advertise,
maintain security and help thedealers move their albums up
to the ballroom," said Rose.

ALBUMS AVAILABLE at the convention will
represent
all types
of
-w
«
— music, but will
..— be
-rv
v

PtMta hy Kim . ..

collector's editions of those types. Alpha Chi
. w.v is
w sponsering
oyviiovi 1115 the
Hie event.
CVCUI,
Rho

album," he said. "Brothers
will be stationed inside the
ballroom and will not have
any identificaiton on them; no
one will know who they are."
Bookbags will not be
allowed in the ballroom, Rose
said.
AXP did not need special
permission
from
the
university in order to sponsor
this record convention, but
Rose said be and Leichter had
a meeting with Michael Way,
assistant
director
of
operations for the campus
center in order to obtain use of
the ballroom.
The convention is not being
held to gain profits for AXP,
Rose said. The fraternity will
receive only a small percentage of the money made
from the admission fees, Rose
said. The record dealers are
there to make money through
the sale of their albums, he
added.
The convention on the
JMU campus "is really a
trial, just to see what's going
to happen,"
Ft —» Rose
••ww^. said.
0WU,

Many groups say early registration policy fair
Rv
III A VI.' DUNN
nilMKI
By DIANE

Most James Madison University organizations not
given the chance to register early do not feel they are
being treated unfairly.
Some university groups are allowed to register
early because they are designated as "special
groups," according to Wayne Brown, assistant
director of records.
These groups receive this privilege because they
perform a "service" for JMU, according to Polly
Long, director of records.
Food Services works with its student employees to
arrange work schedules around classes and personal
preferences, said Hank Moody, director of contract
dining.
It is difficult to line up people to work at certain
times, especially at lunch, Moody said.
Because the dining hall is required to have three
student managers on duty during each meal student
supervisors are allowed to register early.'
If all dining hall workers registered early, things
would get out of hand,-Moody said.

_

..

Early registration is "not a real easy slide," he
said. Student supervisors were offered the option of
registering early, but only about nine out of 30
students eligible actually registered early.
Most of the students did not want to take the chance
of not getting the classes they requested since they
would not be working directly with a computer
operator, Moody said.
Donna Averill, a dining hall cashier, received 18
hours as she requested, but three of those hours are
Elementary Education 567, a class she said was not
listed on her course request form.
Averill, a Communication Arts major and
Secondary Education minor, turned in her course
request form, complete with an alternate schedule, to
the records office on Friday, Nov. 6.
She realized she had accidently scheduled two
courses which would overlap meeting times and
returned to the records office to fix her mistake that
same day.
She was not allowed to retrieve her course request
'foriw^ -•'.*..............
.*.

According to Wayne Brown, assistant director of
records, Averill was not allowed to change her course
request form because none of the forms were
alphabetized. Finding AveriU's form would have
meant searching through about 450 forms, Brown
said.
Brown said Averill may have accidently listed the
wrong index number on her course request form and
that's how she ended up with the wrong course.
Averill will have to got through the drop-add
system in January in order to change her schedule,
Brown said.
The old method of registration had the flexibility of
allowing students to add courses during registration
because department representatives were available,
Brown said.
The computerized system makes on the spot course
changes impossible.
There is a chance that during registration for fall
classes, students who register early will be able to
work directly with a -computer operator, Brown said.'
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Group to offer JMU advice, assistance

President's Roundtable' formed
Nine corporate leaders from
the Richmond area have
formed
the
President's
Roundtableof James Madison
University •
The group will offer the
university advice on its
relationship with the General
Assembly and government
officials, on state economic
matters, educational needs of
the state and JMU's cultural
and educational programs.
Members
will
meet
periodically
with
JMU
President Ronald E. Carrier
and Vice President for
University Relations Ray V.
Sonner.
Roundtable members will
also be invited to make
recommendations for future
members on JMU's boand of
visitors,
a
university
spokesman said. The mem-

bers, who serve without pay,
will not be involved in private
fundraising for JMU.
Carrier said the members
were selected "Because of
their high standing in the
Richmond community, their
demonstrated leadership in a
profession or business and
their
strong
sense
of
responsibility to our community and state."
He said the "Personal
knowledge, depth of business
experience and communitystate dedication of Roundtable
members will provide a
valuable source of information and direction" to
JMU.
One of the Roundtable
Wallace
L.
members,
Chandler, is a former rector of
the JMU board of visitors.
Chandler is senior vice

president of Universal Leaf
Tobacco Co. Inc.
Other Roundtable members
• are: Norwood H. Davis, Jr.,
president Blue Cross-Blue
Shield of Virginia, Inc.;
William B. Graham, senior
vice president, property and
casualty division, Continental
Financial Services; Frank B.
Miller III, senior partner in
the law firm of Sands, Anderson, Marks and Miller.
Also, Willilam F. Mohr,
president, Cummins MidAtlantic, Inc.; Paul H. Reilly,
chairman of the board,
Commonwealth
Natural
Resources, Inc.; Richard E.
Strauss,
president,
Dick
Strauss Ford, Inc.; Robert C.
Williams, president, James
River Corp.; -. and Neil W.
Zundel, group vice president,
Reynolds Metals Cq^

Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
ABORTION SERVICES
ALTERNATIVE COUNSELING
BIRTH CONTROL
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
BOARD CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS
ALL SERVICES'ARE CONFIDENTIAL

100 W. Washinfton St.* Hagentown, MD 21740 • 301-733-2400

Look what's cookin'at

It's That Time Again!!!
This January, ioin thousands of students.from hundreds of colleges at beautiful Mount Snow. Ver
mbnt for Campus Vacation Associations' Snow
mesfer Ski wwks.
Whether you're a beginner or expert (or somewhere
!?£££ we grantee youjl love QHjBjft"
the face of the mountain. And our apres-sKi-ac
tivities will drive you wild-fabulous meals, great
entertainment, movies, dancing and parties galore.
And take a look at our terrific prices:
Hotel Lodging

Condo Lodging

$164

$134

The .:
Italian Feast

Package Includes: s right* d»tc« lodrino
•FusbrMhuiu-

Miitoan-

8

*^im!*i*
p,M k e,M

*
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^lrt«

FOB A BROCHURE. RESERVATIONS AM0 INFORMATION
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

JohtvLaverty / Bruce Siranons
OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS

\bu get a big, tender boneless breast
of all-white chicken, served with spaghetti,
and both covered with a steaming ladle
of Shoneys own meaty tomato sauce.
On the side, theres warm, toasted grecian
bread and all the hot homemade soup
and garden fresh salad you can eat.
Thats quite a value. Thats our way of
saying, thank you for coming to Shoneys.

433-3645
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Harrisonburg offers fun and practical courses
By SANDE SNEAD
If James Madison University
doesn't have the course you want,
Harrisonburg probably does. The city
offers many courses beyond the
academic realm.
For the adventurous student, Land
Sea Passages on 17 E. Water St. offers
instruction in scuba diving, crosscountry skiing, rappelling, and
climbing.
The next course in scuba diving
begins around the third week of
January and runs nine or 10 weeks.
Instruction includes five open water
dives in a nearby private quarry. The
class meets from 8 to 12 a.m. Sundays
and usually involves two hours of
lecture followed by two hours of inwdter experience. The fee is $85.
JMU
junior Alan Sherman
currently is taking the course, taught
by Ken McCracken, owner of Land
Sea Passages. "It's a lot more fun
being under water and breathing than
being under water and not breathing.
Scuba diving is something I've always
wanted to do and though it was expensive, it was well worth it,"
Sherman said.
Cross-country skiing is taught in
Cannan Valley, W. Va. The fee is $35 a
day and includes lessons and
equipment. After Thanksgiving, Land
Sea Passages sponsors trips every
Saturday and Sunday.
Rappelling is taught in the spring
for $22 a day, which includes equipment rental. Students learn to use the
ropes and climbing gear. By the end
of the day, students rappel down a 120foot cliff.
Climbing also is offered in the
spring. The fee is $35 a day. In this
class, students learn to use climbing

Phot* by Laura Mount*

JMU STUDENT KATHLEEN BROOKS instructs advanced aerobics class.
Also for the outdoorsman, Oak
equipment and to "read" rocks.
Manor Riding Stables offers horMcCracken said JMU students have
seback riding. Group lessons are
shown a favorable response to the
given every day except Sunday for $10
classes. Since 1976, he has taught
and private lessons are offered for
about 500 students scuba diving, 200
$15. Sundays are reserved for trail
rappelling and six cross-country
rides. The cost is $8 for each person in
skiing.
\

the group.
For those who prefer indoor activities, the Binnacle Lounge offers a
six-week bartending course that
meets from 3 to 4 p.m. Wednesdays.
The fee is $35.
Each week students are taught to
mix a different series of drinks, according to instructor Peggy Hardy.
One week they learn to make cream
drinks, the next, frozen and hot
drinks, then fruit juice drinks, and
finally, special drinks and odds and
ends.
Cake decorating, candy making and
flower arranging are taught by
Dorothy Shenk at a new shop, Confectionately Yours, on East Market
Street. Cake decorating to taught
from 7 to 9 p.m. Mondays,and the cost
is $15. The course rum six weeks.
Candy making is taught in three
sections and the dates and tunes vary
according to demand. A $20 fee includes all supplies. Flower arranging,
a four-week course, meets from 7 to 9
p.m. Thursdays and costs $12.50.
The Harrisonburg Department of
Parks and Recreation also holds a
variety of classes open to JMU
students.
A JMU student, Kathleen Brooks,
teaches beginning and advanced
aerobic dance classes. She leads the
advanced class in a vigorous workout,
usually exercise-dance routines to
seven or eight songs a night At least
one new routine is taught each week,
but Brooks said that she likes to spend
more time giving the class a work-out
than learning new routines.
Tracy Goetz, a JMU graduate
student, said the class has kept her in
See COURSES, page 6

JMU professors, students teach community
By SHELLY JAMES
Teachers represent one of the unique resources
James Madison University offers to its surrounding
community.
A number of JMU professors hold classes for
people in the area, according to Florence Gregory,
secretary of the Valley of Virginia consortium, the
courses vary greatly, ranging from swimming to
art to Shakespeare.
Charles Arnold, JMU's swim coach, teaches
classes in Godwin throughout the summer and on
Saturdays during the school year. His students
range from "age three to 93," some learning to
swim for the first time and others just trying to
improve their strokes.
Arnold started the program 10 years ago, after he
had initiated similar programs at VMI, the
University of New Hampsire and the University of
Rhode Island. The city needed a quality program,
Arnold said. 'The Red Cross fulfilled some of the
need for classes but their instructors were not
professionally trained and had no true interest. All
our instructors are YMCA-trained."
The classes also provide an opportunity to JMU
students for practical teaching experience and
practicum work. Without this opportunity, said
Arnold, most of his students would have no chance
to work with children before they leave to student
teach.
Those from the community who enroll in the
swimming classes learn quickly, Arnold said. They
enroll because they are interested in learning. "We
accomplish more in a two-week session than in 15 or
16 regular classes." .

Phil James, a JMU art professor, also enjoys
working with area residents. He teaches preschool
through high school students during the summer
and next semester will teach a special program for
local talented and gifted students.
These classes are "an enriching program" for
area children. They work with a potter's wheel,
wood, paints, stitchery and many other artistic
devices. It is taught so the child can choose which
craft he would like to try, then he is allowed to work
on it as long as he wishes.

1 could write a book
with their wisdom'
James, who started the classes, saw the success
of Arnold's program and others like it, and thought
an art course would be benefical to the Harrisonburg area. "There are no elementry art teachers in
the area," said James, so he decided to teach
summer classes aimed at school children. Since
that time five years ago, the courses have almost
doubled their enrollment, from 70 to 130, with a
third to half of the children returning.
JMU art students get something from the
program also. It provides a summer practicum for
those who cannot work during a regular school
session.

"These classes seem less threatening to them
than an actual student teaching assignment," said
James. "We can talk about things we see going on
and they become a more observant in a classroom
situation. The college students get to work one-onone with children and present a lesson," making the
situation very similar to that of a classroom.
The only drawback James sees in the program is
that in this situation the student can rely on his
professor. Once he is teaching, however, the
profesor will not be there to provide support.
An off-campus course that deals with
Shakespeare's plays is taught by Dr. Ralph Cohen
of JMU's English department. Most class members
are older adults, so the meetings are held at Sunny
Side Nursing Home off U.S. 33, where parking is
easier and the course is more accessible, according
to Cohen.
He enjoys teaching the class, Cohen said, because
older people perceive more about Shakespeare's
plays, since they have experienced more than
younger readers, and therefore better understand
the motivation. "I could write a book with thenwisdom," and their different insights into the plays,
said Cohen.
The classes began in 1978, though they have not
been held every year. Usually Cohen will decide
when to start the course and it will continue "until
we have done enough."
"It's a dialogue — we learn the same stuff
together," said Cohen.
These and other classes provided by JMU
professors have been fulfilling artistic, physical and
intellectual needs in the community.
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< Continued from page 5)
shape. "I don't get much other
exercise, so I know it's
through this class that I have
lost weight. I really love
aerobics, it makes exercising
fun. Madison should offer it to
students
as
a
P.E.
requirement," she said.
The beginning classes meet
Mondays and Wednesdays
from 6 to7 p.m., Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 8 to 9 a.m. or
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
6 to 7 p.m.
Advanced aerobics meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
7 to 8 p.m. The fee for all
aerobic classes is $12.
Another activity offered at
the center is badminton,
which meets Mondays and
Wednesdays, 9 to 10 a.m., and
runs four weeks. The fee is $2.
Beginners' raquetball for
women meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 11 a.m. to
noon and intermediates meet
on Monday and Friday from
11 a.m. to noon. Both classes
run four weeks and the fee is
$4. Table tennis meets
Monday nights from 7:30 to
9:45 for 16-weeks. The fee is
$15.
Special interest classes also
are offered. A ten-speed
bicycle repairs and main-

The Friendly

tenance class meets Wednesday from 7 to 8 p.m. It runs
for four weeks and the cost is
$12. An advanced camera
workshop is held for two
weeks on Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 7 to 9.
The fee is $14. The advanced
darkroom workshop meets at
the same time, though the fee

on

is $24.

For the seamstress, a
course in patchwork meets
Mondays from 10 a.m. to' noon
or from 7 to 9 p.m. This class
runs four weeks and the fee is
$18.
A five-week pottery class is
held Tuesday and Thursday
nights from 7 to 9. The fee is
$27.
Other courses outside JMU
that are open to students are
offered at HarrisonbUrg High
School.
Woodworking is taught' in
two sections Monday and
Tuesday nights from 7 to 10.
Tuition is $20 per semester
plus a $5 fee for books and
materials.
The bookeeping class is
divided into shorthand and
typing. Shorthand is taught
Monday nights from 7 to 9 and
typing is taught on Tuesday
nights. The cost is $20 per
semester plus fees for books

Port Republic Road
come in where your
business is appreciated
STUDENTS WELCOME
CHECKS WELCOME
BULL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!

Snoopy, Belle,
& Spike
have arrived for _-._Christmas!
■■
Dress them up
forgiving!

■ lJ :.l T.M.

"FAMOUS BRANDS
FORLESS"

r*

•***>

~—~\

ASUALS

i *. 'i

i *■

NexttoA&P
Goverleaf Shopping Center
M-F- 9:30-9

xS/

Sat.-9:30-6

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
special times: like after, the party, before the party, and, of
co'.i VJ, during the party.
But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade.

CHRISTMAS SHOP NOW OPEN

SCHLITZ MALT UOUOR
MNT SAY BEER SAY BULL!

DRESS UP YOUR
DORM DOORS -

' 1979 Jo» Schlit> B,«w,n« Co M,i™,«.«iotll»-,.WiM

PINE i HOLLY BOUCHSl
WITH SfcMTAS,
SNOWMEN , ETC.

Dod Distributing C6., Inc.
Verona, VA

/500* %•$
^ j

mSSMAIH 1&JM

QAtfJkd
PMVfl.S-30 SUN./Z-S

n 1 ■ 1

J

9
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T111! In
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james madison
university

James Madison University
Women's Concert Choir
and the

James Madison University Chorale
Richard E. McPherson, Piano and Organ
James Madison University Brass Ensemble
Sunday, December 6
3:00 P. M.
Wilson Hall Auditorium

Schools criticize
JMU's absence of
gynecological aid
By TAMMY MOONEY

"What are you, in the dark
ages? Is your school Catholic
ruled?"
These are comments from
other schools about James
Madison University's lack of
gynecological service.
Student Government
Association President Lynn
Tipton, said out of 20 to 30
schools involved in a roundtable discussion at the
National
Convention
on
Student Services in New
Orleans, JMU was the only
school without a full-time
gynecologist These other
school's gynecologists also
write prescriptions, Tipton
said.
Tipton said out of the 110
schools represented there, she
did not find another school
without such services. Schools
from 40 states and two foreign
countries attended.
Tipton and Jenny Bond,
administrative vice president,
attended the convention in
New Orleans the week of
Nov. 10.
"WE GOT A lot more out of
it than we really thought we
were going to," Tipton said.
Bond said they were in
workshops from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. daily.
Tipton attended a workshop
on leadership training that she
said was probably the most

UPCOMING
EVENTS

UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM
KURD

James Madison University
Program Board & Ski Club
present

Irk

SmugglertNotcIi
W Kj

Jeffenonville. Vermont 05464

January 2-7

$156.50
Includes
— lodging in sJopeside condominiums
mskiing on 3 mountains
- Jive bands in The Village
Deposit Due -Nov. 30
STOP BY UPB Office and SIGN UP

Do You Have Any Ideas For Trips
For Next Semester?
(1 day trips, weekend trip*
or spring break trips)
If so please fill out the form below
and tend it to the
UPBOffice
BoxL35
Campus Mail
or bring the form by me UPB Office
If UPB uses your idea, you go free!
Ideas are on a first come first serve basis!
'
TRAVELIDEAS
Place ___
Location
'
Your Name __
Telephone Number
j
« * » rt v v ;

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

effective. She said James
Madison University does not
have a leadership training
program. She hopes to «»et a_
speaker here on the subject
and plans to work on a
workshop for senators on
leadership training.
Another program Tipton
said she enjoyed was called
"30 Ideas in 30 Minutes." She
said it was a very spontaneous
exchange of ideas between
students. She said the SGA's
ideas were met with a lot of
enthusiasm. .
One item discussed was the
"average student of the
future." It was decided the
average student of the future
will be older, female and a
Dart-time or graduate student.
TIPTON SAID there were
programs on vandalism that
included excellent fire extinguisher policies.
The two SGA officials
brought back a lot of information on how to involve
minorities in SGA and student
service activities, Tipton said.
"We got a lot of cute and
innovative ideas to get
students involved in student
services," Tipton said
"It was definitely rewarding to come together with
students from all over," she
said.
Tipton said, "We stayed
well within our budget" for
the trip.

4 ->*„

•-V.. *

•''*" .'•■•.'•:;
■
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A Christmas Carol

Student

Coffeehouse

featuring
A FAMILY HOLIDAY MUSICAL TREAT
DECEMBER 3
WILSON HALL
7:00pm
$4.00 w/ID
$6.00 guest
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE

Mike Ray burn
Kevin Gallagher
& Scott Lewis
December 4
7:00 pm

Chandler Hall

\ f
A HOW. li/oodq Allen jjil+n

December 4,5
7:30,10:00

2

United Artists

G/S Theatre

December 11,12
!§W£

7:30,10:00 pm
G/S Theater

kH*«»IM«l»ilWM'

$1.25

$1.25 w/ID
$1.75 guest
V

Midnight
Show

\uum
STUNT MAN

I
I
I
I

Imam siuonpfwouams —
.HCHARORUSH*.

PETBR O'TOOLl SrtVl MHSBACK BARBARA HERSHeY

I -

December 4

I

u

G/S Theatre
$1.00

"

THESWNTMAN

!AU£N0OORWjU-Al£XR0CC0 A0AUmMK[ SHARONFAfifttU. PHUPSHUHS- CHUCK BAIL
SBimcrKMiiiM HMUHGMEL PAUL LEWIS UAMOWSI.ASC__
MWIN SIMON LAWRtNCtB MARCUS RICHARD RUSH WMM fSSiXmnjSH
.

c«»i«c»'ui>«oouctoa«

r!Lii.-«l«SS!r

December 8,9
7:30,10:00
G/S Theatre

tt

«).

.'

H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U.
Locally

Since 1967
Phone - 828-3373
"Ensure When You Insure*
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ANNOUNCEMENTS^
COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEE

Representing

^

The Commencement
Committee will hold a series of meetings
prior to submitting a recommendation to
President Carrier to change Ihe format
of
May
Commencement.
These
meetings will be 4 5 p.m. Dec. 3; 9.3010.30 am Dec 4, room B, WCC.

PANEL DISCUSSION
Tammy Tipton presents a
panel discussion on professional in
volvement in dance, to be held 6 50 B
p.m in Godwin 354.

JMU JAYCEE8
The JMU Jaycees will hold
a meeting at 7 JO p.m.- Dec 10, MeiTT
5*£ Membw ■• -Kowtflld
to attend New members welcome

WINTER CELEBRATION
PHYSICS SERIES
The physics department will
present "Seeking New Laws." the last of
a film lecture series presented by
Richard Feynman at 7 p.m. Dec 7,
Wells Planetarium. Miller Hall.

The
inter hall
council
presents a semi formal dance. 112.30
p.m Dec. II, Godwin Hall. Music by
Sandcastle Tickets on sale at UPB
office and in residence halls. IS per
couple. $2.50 stag. *a per couple, 13 stag
at door)

CCM
Campus Masses are held
4:30, Thursday* at the Relhjtous Canter,
5 30 Saturdays Room D. wuu. 1MB and
Sundays.
Ballroom,
wuu

~i

Use this format to submit
announcements to The Breeze:
DANCE TO LATEST DISCO & ROCK MUSIC

WHO is doing WHAT,

flew* in uirrkly from Mew Voth Citsj
Leung* 4:30-2 am
Dining II am -4 am
Saw-Nam

■•
,
HAPPVHOUR
Tuesday, IDtdnrtday and Thursday AH Night
SUNDAV RIBS & REDSKINS
m

WHEN(time.date),

SANTA'S RIB SPECIAL $*M

12 noon-4 pm
SUNDAV DINING 5-*p»,
Specials Nightly In the Restuarant and Lounge
51 Court Square Downtown Harrisonburg
434 - 3664
owned and operated »■ Joanne Johnston * Richard frue

^MIDWAY

MARKET

WHERE
Deadlines:
Monday issue

Span. Friday

Thursday issue

5 p.m. Monday

* Thurs. - Sunday *
157 Warsaw Ave.
Moosehead
Molson Golden
(ale & beer)
Michelob
(reg. & light)
Bud Bar btls.
Nat. Boh Bar btls.

434-7948
$3.19
$2.99
$2.49
$8.99
$5.49

Old Mill V4 Keg $15.95
Bud ft Keg
$20.49
Pretzels 4 lbs

$3.99

Chips 3 lbs.
$3.?9
Synders Chips lib$1.79
Slim Jims (5)
» ■—-^■a»»"asssss»«^www»»»i

$.89
■'I MM IMI.l Mil' ■■

"Bull"
Old Mill cans
Black Label
Budweiser 12 pk
Lite 12 pk
Stroh's 12 pk
Busch 12 pk

$2.19
$1.92
$1.39
$4.69
$4.49
$4.19
$3.79

Old Mill to Keg $25.95
Busch to Keg $28.95
Peppermint sticks 7oz $.69
Sprite, Tab 6-16oz
$1.79
Coke 6-16 oz btls.
$1.79
Cigarettes (carton)
$4.89
Ice 10 lbs
$.99
i

Layman's Automotive
& Towing Service
Form erly College "66"
Has moved its Service Department to
66 Waterman Drive.
Gas Will Still Be Available
At College "66", 701 PortRoad.
Free Pick Up & Delivery Service From
College "66"to Waterman Drive
for Automotive Service.
Complete Auto Care
24 Hour Wrecker Service
AirCtMOlttofwMtofMir

MuHltxtilxh^tliflWM

434-0691
Roborl LtymM, Own*

» * * '.*.*
► V* »»**»'
MinHviuMivmr
—^^^———
i^——a]
».*. '>.V'.*.V*.VVVV* VWVVVV*.».VV» V* * * » %.».' * \VVV\«.»* *»»**.**'
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'Rolling Stone * writer

Dave Marsh: a critic's view of ro
By BARBARA HALL .
Dave Marsh is one of the most widely read and
respected rock critics in the music scene today. He
has been a contributing editor for Rolling Stone since
1975 and has also written for such publications as
Creem, Musician, and The Village Voice. He is also
the author of The Rolling Stone Record Guide and
Born to Run: The Bruce Springsteen Story. Yet
Marsh's devotion is not to just one aspect of rock, but
to the entire spectrum of it; the invicible rock and roll
spirit itself. As he explains in his introduction to Born
to Hun • We had nothing; rock lent us a sense that we
could have it all." .
Besides all of his accomplishments. Dave Marsh is
like a friend you could talk to as if you have know him
all your life. At least, that is what happened to me. I
was granted an interview with Marsh on the
telephone, concerning the subject of his latest
publication. The Book of Rock Lists. A great fan of
his, I spent many hours carefullly calculating
questions which would make me sound slightly intelligent. But after the first five minutes of the conversation I might as well have thrown away my list of
questions. I felt like I had known him forever, and
really I have. Because that true devotion to rock and
roll which he completely understands is a universal
feeling. It reinforced my belief that more than
anything else, rock brings people together, and lets
them know and understand each other from across
the miles. I was not talking to Dave Marsh, world
renowned rock critic. I was talking to someone who
understands and cares, and who realizes why rock is
not a hobby. It is a best friend.
The Breeze: I get the feeling when I read the book,
especially the introduction where you spend a lot of
time talking about taking rock too seriously, that you
wrote the book for peole who do take rock as seriously
as you do. Was that your intention?
Marsh: You have to understand. When I wrote the
introduction my tongue was surgically imbedded in
my cheek.
B: I get that feeling throughout the book.
M: Well, yeah. It is. The concept is just to show how
vast rock and roll really is. People think it's
shallow—it's not shallow. So the idea is to swim
around in it a little bit .[To show peoplehow far you can
swim, and how fast. And how deep you can dive.
B: That is why I found the book so rewarding. I feel
like it was another step toward explaining to people

why rock is taken so seriously.
M: Yeah, well we didn't want to come out and say
"You MUST take this stuff seriously." I've done that
and it works to a certain extent. This time I wanted to
flat out do it and amuse people, and maybe while
amusing them they snap to and say, "Oh, that's
why."
B: I feel like it is time to take rock seriously, and if
people did, the standards would be higher and maybe
rock would be better.
M: Well, that's true of everything. You run the risk
when you take it too seriously of becoming pretentious. And that has happened in the past. Maybe
that's why people regard it so frivolously, because
it has been pretentious in the past. I think that it's
overbalanced on the entertaining, lightweight side
right now. But one of the ways to deal with that is to
come up with an entertaining book that ultimately
sabotages the concept that it's all disposable,
because I don't think it is. I think it's a real important
part of American culture in general.
I think that one of the principle reasons that rock
and roll came into being was as a counteraction to
snobbery.To an extent rock has become snobbish in
the last few years, especially in the post punk years ..
.with all of the holier-than-thou Enoites and all that
garbage. It disturbs me a great deal. Those people
can't laugh in the way that this book laughs. They
can't laugh at themselves. My saving grace is that I
ha ve a good sense of humor about what I do.
B: Do you think that's what is wrong with the whole
punk movement
that it's too negative?
M: No. I think that it's too snobbish. And in this
country it's too hostile to America. It's too devoted to
people who know how to spout intellectual rhetoric
without delivering any emotional or spiritual good.
B: And what rock and roll is all about is to create a
positive feeling in a way.

'The thing about rock and roll
now »that it cannot join the tide
of people who lie.'
;

M: I don't think that's true. I think rock and roll is
as much about expressing negativity as expressing
positive energy. To a great extent it's just about
releasing anger and frustration. What I don't think
it's about is about making people feel worse about
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DAVE MARSH: "I think (rock) is an important
part of American culture."
themselves. It's about making people feel better
about themselves, or at least making them understand that there are other people who also feel
badly about themselves. It's about that kind of
connection and to that extent it's positive. But in
order to be positive it has to express many negative
emotions.
B: It's to show people that they have alternatives.
M: That's the major thing. That's the major thing it
was for me at the time when I was getting into it and
even now. I don't know how much that's true for
anyone now. I would hope it still is.
B: That's what I want to talk about.. how rock and
roll opens up your alternatives. I noticed in your
introduction to BTR how you said that rock and roll
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of Rock Lists a triumph for music lovers
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By BARBARA HALL
One of the biggest comforts for
people who have an obssession with
rock music is to to find that someone
else out there is equally obssessed ...and took the time to write a
book about it. The Book of Hock Lists
by Day e Marsh and Kevin Stein (DellRolling Stone press release) is just
another step toward defending that
wild, indescribable passion for rock
music. As Richard Neville is quoted in
this book, "Rock and roll is an asylum
for emotional imbeciles." Rock Lists
is a triumph for those of us hopelessly
devote*) to that asylum
Rock Lists is more than a Guiness
book of rock. This book takes a long,
sensitive look at rock and roll, the
industry, the art and the people. It is
for those who take rock seriously, and
who really want to see and understand
the whole aspect of the business.
While the book cannot be called
esoteric, (as many books about rock

music tend to be) Marsh and Stein let
the evidence stand for itself in hopes
that it might open peoples' eyes to
what rock music is all about. The
authors clearly have their audience in
mind, and one of the finest qualities of
the book is that it respects that
audience.
Such categories as "Dubious
Recording Awards," "The Wimp
Rock Top 40," and "The Least
Promising Interview Openers" offer a
smile and a wink for those who understand the spirit of rock and roll.
- Other sections are more informative,
such as artists who have never bad a
number one album (The Kinks and
the Who), a list of the "Paul is dead"
theories, and exclusive sections OB
Bob Dylan, The Beatles, and Elvis
Presley.
Rock Lists profiles every aspect of
rock, covering everything from
promotion and production to the more
personal sides of the stare' 'lives,

deaths, and eccentricities. It is
everything you always wanted to
know about Rock...and before now
there was no respectable place to
look. In fact, it was a disgrace to even
want to know.
Rock Lists understands the passion
and power of this music It touches on
those things which serious rock fans
want to know, and takes rock music a
step closer to being recognized as a
fascinating and compelling force in
our society. But the most important
thing about the book is that it is
coming from the heart. Dave Marsh
writes with an urgency which is unmet by any rock critic in the business.
It is the only way he can approach the
subject since he takes rock as
seriously and as lovingly as anyone I
have ever seen. That is a most
comforting feeling. It is okay to love
rock, to live it, to take it to heart. We
are not alone in that asylum.
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is, and that it shaped your own.
I wish I'd never written that parse I think it's taken the wrong way.
'as going to die without it. What I
i me how to bail myself out. But I
and none of it was easy. It was just
se the feeling I had growing up was
itable to be an American. You were
mimity if you didn't grow up with a
wealth, or culture that came from
ne rock and roll which was a voice
;. That's what makes me love rock
: its really intimate connection to
is really about, and the idealism. 1
he most moving thing for me that's
k and roll in awhile was when
ed that benefit in L.A. for the
I. Bobby Muller from the Vietnam
i thing about those guys. He said,
go over because we wanted to kill
t over to Vietnam because we
there was someone in trouble over
ted to help them out." So those guys
>ck and roll dream too.. .no matter
jy got, that when they got there they
hat they'd been told wasn't true,
ere for a dream that is very close to
Bruce Springsteen's dream, or my
' things should be. The thing about
is that it cannot join the side of the
vho try to keep people down. And
ens me about rock and roll now, that
de. And it's not interested in being a
>ne can have a voice,
lat the disintegration of rock lately
r with the commercial aspect of it,
ture in general.
jesn't have anything to do with
It was commercial the day it was
wanted a pink Cadillac . . .and
don't know. Wanting to make a
s just part of it, and it's not a
rt of it. It's a part you have to
true of all the parts of it. Then, has
[ don't think it's disintegrated. It's
> in this country. We had it so good
ie n you have to put a little effort into
tod parts people think there's been
>nal disaster. Not true. The truth is
ie problems of adjustment going on.
willing to put into it what it takeslisteners
it will balance itself
; will come along when it's in full
have another great outpouring. Or
.but if it doesn't
and that's the
ook
there is still thirty years of
has sat down and absorbed comiws I haven't and I work at it
so much to know.
i much to experience. It's the most
under-appreciated thing in the
plex as your vision of it can make it.
can hear it and the whole thing will
your eyes. I still remember when I
irteen hearing "You Really Got a
he Miracles. It's like the truth and
just rolled over me and I'll never
ce .. .just staring up at the ceiling
■v. That's there, that's available."
ice Springsteen says in concert, he
mbered exactly where he was the
rd "Like A Rolling Stone."
»it. There are certain records and
ie. It's great to know that's hapd out there right now. I know it is.
happen. That's the only prediction
•ut rock and roll, that as long as it's
d it will keep happening to someone
imazing because it was supposed to
hs after Elvis. It was going to be
>so music. It didn't happen.
ted to know why you think people
lout rock music. Why is there such
it?
in order for society to function in
e unfair way that it does is that
;pt in their place. How that is acenying a voice to certain classes of

people. Most obviously black people, or poor people,
but also younger people, until younger people can be
brought into the class system. So rock and roll
happened to touch a great many of those things. And
you're not supposed to do that, it's threatening. It's
threatening to academic people because it says that
art, music, culture can be created by people who
don't have certification! It's threatening to political
authority, and parental authority, and to school
authority because it's just too damn wild!
B: It encourages people to break out of that
socialization.
M: What is basically does is that is encourages
It's
the last
f people to think for themselves.
outpost of "cowboy
individualism."
You

'Facultyart show

have to realize that in the end one of rock's real
limitations is its inability to form a permanent,
sustaining community around itself. To the extent
that that has happened that's one of the reasons you
can't kill it. I know this sounds like radical paranoia,
but in my opinion, the people who run this country do
not want most peop le to be aware that there is that
much possibility. And most people don't want it
anyway. They're terrified of having that much
control over their own lives. They don't want it.
B:It's a frightening thing to think that you have
that many options. That's what Springsteen does, I
think. He makes you realize that you do have options.
M:That's in the music. It's in"Badlands," and it's
in a dozen songs Bruce has written. It's really in the
first side of Tom Petty s album, Damn the Torpedoes. That's exactly what it felt like to me to be
sixteen, and to be going through that frustration. And

'Rock is threatening because
it says that culture can be created by
people who don *t have certification.*
the saddest thing is, that's the best time in people's
lives. For most people it just gets worse from there
on.
B:And it doesn't have to be that way.
M:Well, that's not the sad part. That's the joyous
part.
B:I want to ask a few questions about your updated
version of Born to Run. I really appreciate the part on
The River because I think it's the most misinterpreted album he has ever put out. People think it's
simple
it's not. Was that one of your reasons for
updating it?
M:Yeah, I wanted to write about
the album.
I'll keep
updating it every time Bruce does an
album or something major because it's a way of
staying in touch with who I am, with who he is. I spent
about five weeks in Europe with Bruce and the band.
I always thought it was an isolated, very American
thing, which it is. But it's the same over there too.
Those people really understand what he's about
B: Well, the more people he reaches the better, and
they'll eventually undertand the ideas.
M: Or they won't, but at least they've got a better
chance. It's like John Lennon says, all anybody's
ever asked for is a chance. That's the whole message
of rock and roll...if you give people a chance and say
"go for it," they'll come up with stuff that's greater
than you ever imagined. It's like who would have
believed that Elvis Presley was such an ignorant
cracker and all that stuff people say about him...but
look at what he inspired. Not just in the musical
sense. I would never have been a writer if it weren't
for Elvis Presley. Nobody I knew was ever a writer.
There was only one thing out there telling me, "you
can do it". The best things I've seen happen are
people who got really good at what they did..and
whether that thing is driving a truck,
they want to
be the best truck driver
and they want to use that
truck, and that ability, and that awareness, just to
make things better for everybody. That's what I
believe in. That's about all I believe in at this point.
B: Most people don't understand that.
M: Well, there are a lot of people who get a little bit.
The idea is you can do things. And the whole concept
is to drag people along with you. That's all.

BOB BEERSSON LOOKS at Masako Miyata's ceramic piece
at the JMU studio art faculty show in the Sa whill Gallery of the
Dukes Fine Arts Center.

MIXED-MEDIA WOOD CARVING titled Adams Commission
by Ken Beer.'

Photos by Yo Nagaya
ttrttttf*
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Reserves gain
experience

Townes, Ruland
lead offense
By RICHARD AMA('HER
For the most part, James Madison
University's first two wins of its 1981-82
campaign were boring.
At least that is what many JMU fans
must have thought as they watched the
Dukes open their season against two obviously inferior opponents.
Coach Lou Campanelli admitted that
JMU achieved what he was hoping it
would.
"I feel we got out of the two games
pretty much what we wanted — two wins
and to be able to play a lot of people,"
Campanelli said.
JMU had no problem as it brushed off
Division III Whittier College 77-54 in its
initial contest last Saturday and then
cruised past the University of MarylandEastern Shore 79-43 Monday. Both games
were played at Godwin Hall.
Before a crowd of 4,250 on Monday, the
Dukes demonstrated a tenacious, stingy
defense that allowed the Hawks just 12
first-half points and almost held them to
under 40 for the game.
The stringent defensive play was
reminiscent of a year ago when JMU was
ranked sixth in the nation in scoring
defense, when it allowed just 57 points per
game
"The whole key to the game was that we
came out and attacked on defense and
played aggressive," Campanelli said.
"That set the tone for the remainder of the
game."
The Hawks fired a dismal 31 percent
from the field, but did manage to get off 61
shots to match JMU's attempt total.
But the Dukes connected on 32 of their
shots for 52 percent including 17 of 30 in the
second half.
_
"In practice we really emphasized intense play on defense and to play with
poise and confidence on offense and I feel
like we accomplished those two things,"
Campanelli said.
See TOWNES. page 15.

By RICHARD AMACHER
Seven non-starters played a total of 132
minutes in James Madison University's
first two victories of the year.
That statistic alone is indicative of the
quality of the Dukes' season opening opponents.
Of course scheduling these inferior
teams is an annual ritual which any school
(including JMU) that is competing for an
NCAA post-season tournament bid or NIT
bid must go through.
It has become necessary to win a certain
number of games to be selected to participate in these events, so a few "patsies"
are not uncommon among competitive
Division I schools.
After the Dukes routed the University of
Maryland-Eastern Shore on Monday,
JMU's Coach Lou Campanelli admitted
his team achieved what it was expected to
accomplish — get two wins and give
everyone some playing time.
By exposing his younger and lessexperienced players for as long as he did,
Campanelli got a chance to see who his top
reserves are going to be this season.
One player who stood out from the
others was 6-foot-€ freshman Darrell
Jackson. In his debut against Whittier
College, Jackson played 13 minutes,
scored seven points and grabbed four
rebounds.
In one series of plays in the second half,
Jackson had back-to-back steals. He
converted the second one into a three-point
play when he continued downcourt, put up
a lay-up and drew a foul.
Those two plays helped JMU turn the
game into a rout as Jackson gave the
Dukes a 23-point lead.
After the game, Campanelli compared
Jackson to Steve Blackmon and Tyrone
Shoulders, two players Campanelli is
hoping to find replacements for this
season.
"Jackson gives us defensive quickness,"
See RESERVES, page 15.

Photo by Yo N«»«v«

JMU'S LINTON TOWNES (30). scored 18 points in both of the Dukes' first
two wins of the 1981-82 season. Last Saturday JMU defeated Whittier 77-54
and on Monday the Dukes routed Maryland-Eastern Shore 79-43.

Women's coach, football assistant resign
Whler's resignation immediate

Jaynes to leave April 1
Cwnaitotl from staff r—rti

Betty Jaynes' resignation
as
the coach of the James
Madison University women's basketball team will be effective
April 1,1982, the JMU Women's Athletic office has announced.
Jaynes will finish this season, her 12th at JMU, before taking
over as the first executive director of the Women's Basketball
Coaches Association.
The WBCA is a newly formed organization that will represent
25,000 women's and girls basketball coaches across the United
States.
"As executive director, I will be in charge of soliciting membership, fund-raising activities, finances, and getting corporate
support," Jaynes explained.
Jaynes said that she thinks the WBCA will be "a viable
organization, a central organization that we've never had but
have needed for a long time. Now the coaches' opinions will be
heard because there will be a central organization to hear them."
The new position is another example of the strong role Jaynes
has played in the advancement of women's basketball in the state
and in the nation.
Jaynes is the chairwoman of the Kodak All-America selection
committee and has also chaired the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women basketball committee, the
AIAW Region II basketball committee, the Virginia AIAW
basketball committee and the NAGWS-AAU basketball committee.
In her years at JMU, Jaynes' teams have compiled a 135-103
record, including an 0T3 mark this season.
'.-!.':'>
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James Madison University Athletic Director Dean Ehlers
announced Wednesday that JMU assistant football coach Ellis
Wisler has resigned from his position.

BETTY JAYNES

ELLIS WISLER

Wisler, who has been the Dukes' defensive coordinator for the
past nine years, gave personal and business interests as the
reasons for his departure.
Two weeks ago Wisler opened a new business in Harrisonburg — "The Shirt Shack and Trophy Shop" — which
specializes in the sale of T-shirts and trophies and the rental and
repair of ski equipment, according to Wisler.
Wisler said his only reason for leaving his coaching position at
JMU was to get away from it for awhile and spend some time with
his new business.
"The main reason was for the business here is to try and get it
started," Wisler said. "I've been coaching 30 years and I felt I
needed to take a little break."
Wisler said that the Dukes' performance this season did not
alter his decision to leave.
"Of course it was not a good season, but a lot of good things
happened, but that had no bearing on it," Wisler said.
Ehlers said there was no pressure on Wisler to resign and that
he left JMU on his own.
"I think that he made a positive contribution to our program,"
Ehlers said "We're greatful for everything that he has done and
we wish him well- m his- new endeavors."
'•... , •
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Operators capture eighth straight;
win second soccer championship
By KENNY SOTHORON
For the second straight year, the Operators
won the intramural soccer championship by
beating a stubborn Sao Paulo team in penalty
kicks 2-1.
The Operators, who represented the Garber
Hall team last year, moved from the Cham
pionship Division to A League this year.
"The competition was much tougher this
year," said captain Sean Murphy. "But I knew
we could do as well as we did last year."
The competition proved much tougher this
year as the Operators lost their first two
games, but bounced back to win eight consecutive games and the championship.
The Operators reached the finals by beating
Bang Gang 3-0, the Muddy Hurleys 2-4), TriHump 2-0, and Kappa Sigma 2-1 after penalty
kicks.
Sao Paulo made its way to the finals by
beating Frosh N' Slosh handily 4-0, The Sure
Shots 3-1, The Unknowns 2-1 and Dilligas 2-0.
The Operators had to go to the eighth penalty
kick before a winner was decided.
The Operators scored first early in the game
as Chip Embrey chipped a corner kick from
the left side that floated over Sao Paulo's
goalie Chris Bartoletta's reach.
Jorge Salas was positioned just right as he
punched Embray's kick in the goal for a 1-0

Operator lead.
Sao Paulo did not waste much time in tying
the score as Wes Robinson blasted a 25-yarder
from the left side of the field that traveled
across the mouth of the goal and went into the
upper right corner of the net for a l-l tie.
Neither team could score for the remainder
of the game with most of the play being at
midfield.
The game was then decided by penalty kicks,
with each team receiving five shots.
There was some controversy raised over
whether or not an overtime period should have
been played first rather than just resorting to
penalty kicks.
"It's a terrible way to win a championship,"
said Murphy. "I think the playoff games
should definitely have overtime periods before
they go to penalty kicks."
The Operators did win the game in penalty
kicks however, as they made their first four
shots while Sao Paulo only made two of four to
end the game. The fifth kick was not needed.
"It was a well played game between two
good teams," said Jim Dodd, one of Sao
Paulo's players.
Student intramural director Mike Parry said
that the intramural soccer program is really
becoming big and the guys participating in it
are learning a lot.

Swimmers to participate
in competitive state meet
By DANNY FINNEGAN
A swimming team that Coach Charles Arnold calls "the
finest group we've ever had here" hopes for a good
showing in the state meet this weekend.
Despite setting 13 school records in last year's meet, the
Dukes were able to finish no higher than third in any
single event and placed fifth overall.
Top hopes for the James Madison University this year
are Steve Vahle in the backstroke, Mike Clark in the
breaststroke and Jeff Dzoba in the butterfly. The three
also combine Stuart Burdette to form a strong 400-yard
medley relay team.
"Those three can hold there against anyone," said Arnold. "We just miss that second man that is almost
comparable."
The University of Virginia and Virginia Tech, defending
champion and runner-up, are favorites again this year.
The Dukes' record in dual meets so far this year is 3-2.
They have hnphm .w'lMwm nnd Mary, Vriginia Commonwealth University and Duke University. The lasses
have come against East Carolina and Clarion State in
JMU's most recent meet.
Last year the team finished the season 12-3, but Arnold
explained that comparing records does not give a true
indication of this year's team.
"We have just as much talent this year, but we can't
expect to equal last year's record," Arnold said. "We
have a much tougher schedule this year. We've dropped
some of our easier opponents and added schools like
Duke, East Carolina, Navy and George Washington."
Still, the Dukes should end up with a winning record
thanks to talented returnees and a good freshman crop.
"Overall, we're stronger, especially in the freestyle,
and we top-of-the-line talent with Vahle, Dzoba and
Clark," Arnold said.
Clark has already broken the team and Savage
Natatorium record in the 200-yard breaststroke. In the 6548 loss to Clarion State College Nov. 23, the junior shaved
five seconds off the record he previously held with a time
of 2:10.85.
"Mike shaved down, meaning that he shaved his arms
and legs," reported Arnold. "It cuts down on drag and
makes the swimmer very sensitive to the water."
Vahle also swam well against Clarion, who defeated the
Dukes last year. Vahle won both the 200-yard medley and
the 200-yard backstroke.
Arnold was pleased with his team's performance
against the powerful Clarion team. "We were happy with
what we did. We won seven events and we had some great
individual performances, we just lost due to a lack of
depth."
One of the outstanding performances was turned in by
freshman freestyler Bill Casazza, who was a double
winner for the fourth time this year. Casazza won both the
500- and 1000-yard events.
Casazza is one of the newcomers replacing three top
performers lost to graduation: long-distance freestyler
Jack Brooks arid divers Mark Smith and Mike West. Also
gone is freestyle sprinter Kriss Wilson. The four provided
a solid nucleus last year, all qualifying, for the ECAC .
meet

PlMtt toy T • Mflpvys

THE OPERATORS WON their eighth straight game as they defeated Sau Paulo to capture the
intramural soccer championship Monday. The game ended in a l-l tie and was decided by penalty
kicks.

Wrestlers recuperate over break
By STEVE LOCKARD
For Coach Dick Besnier and his James
Madison University wrestling team, the
Thanksgiving holidays were a time for rest and
recuperation.
The Dukes were scheduled to compete in the
Southern Open Tournament in Chattanooga,
Tenn., but Besnier withdrew his squad.'
"I felt we would benefit more by staying
home then we would by going," explained
Besnier. "We've had some injuries and I
thought the rest would help us more."
Despite being early in the season, JMU has
ah-eady been hard hit by injuries. The Dukes
have lost two top wrestlers with major injuries
while several others are less severly injured.
Both Gary Curwin 142 pounds and Gary
Webb 150 pounds are probably lost for the
season.
Curwin, a two year lettermen, damaged his
knee in pre-season practice and is definitely
out for the year.
Webb, a transfer from East Carolina
University, recently tore a muscle in his arm.
The doctors have not made a final decision on
Webb, but he will most likely be lost for the
season.
"Those injuries really hurt us depth wise,"
stated . Besnier. "We don't have the
manuverability we had before. We're still in

good shape, but we can't afford anymore injuries."
Dennis Herndon 118 pounds and Mike Gallo158 pounds have also suffered early seasaa
setbacks. Fortunately for the Dukes, the
majority of the damage is at the middle
weights, their strongest positions depth wise.
To solve this problem, Besnier is moving
wrestlers up one weight class to fill in for the
injured people.
Brian Langlinais will move from 134 pounds
to 142, John Arceri will step up from 142 to 150
pounds and Tim Holmes is now going to man
the 158 pound weight class.
The Dukes are coming off what Besnier calls
"the best performance ever by a JMU team,"
in the Turkey Bowl Open. The team finished
second to Navy while beating Lockhaven State
and North Carolina State, two nationally
ranked teams.
Paul Morina won the 167 pound championship for JMU. Dave Stanton (HWT.)
finished second in the tourney and Dennis
Herndon (118), Bob Carmichael (134) and Dan
Cor bin (177) all placed third.
On Saturday, JMU will travel to Fairfax,
Va., to compete in a quad meet with George
Mason University, Howard University and
West Chester State College.
"This, will be a good meet for us," said
Besnier. "West Chester has a real fine club"
■<*"C
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Loss streak extended to nine
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Duchesses drop third
"The girls played as if they would rather he out
baking cornbread muffins." — Coach Betty
Jaynes.
By IAN KATZ
Jaynes was referring to the Duchesses' 81-68
loss to American University Tuesday night in
Godwin Hall. It was James Madison University's third defeat in three games this season
and marked its ninth consecutive loss dating
back to Feb. 6 of last season.
"It was the worse I've ever seen us play,"
said Jaynes, who is in her twelfth year as
coach of the women's basketball team.
"Their minds just weren't on the game,"
Jaynes said "I know the players have really
been flooded with schoolwork lately, so maybe
that's why their concentration was so bad. But
they played like an area elementary school
team in their first day of kindergarten"
Jaynes continued to say that her team "had
no intensity or enthusiasm. That surprised
me," she said, "because in our first two
games, even though we lost, we showed a lot of
enthusiasm.
"I saw a pretty good effort in the first game.
And I saw an improvement from that in the
second game," Jaynes said of the 76-73 loss to
the University of Charleston Nov. 24. "So I
expected us to improve again in the third
game. I'm not sure what happened."
The Duchesses fell behind 13-4 early in the
game but came back strongly to take a 20-16
lead with seven minutes remaining in the half.
"I think we showed a lot of confidence during
the comeback," Jaynes said. "We started
hitting the open shots."
After the teams took turns dominating the
first 13 minutes, both teams went cold and
neither could establish superiority for the last
seven minutes of the half. It ended with
American leading, 32-26.
The Duchesses may have gone into the
second half with the score in their favor had
they not missed all nine of their free throws.
When the second half did start, every
American shot seemed to fall into the basket

and most of the JMU shots, according to
Jaynes, "bounced off the back of the rim or off
the backboard."
Rhea Faberman, American's 6-foot-l center,
scored six points from her own offensive
rebounds in the first three minutes of the
second half to give American a 40-30 lead.
Faberman, who totaled 22 points and 19
rebounds for the game, had 16 points and 12
rebounds in the second half alone.
According to Jaynes, "There were three
very critical factors in our falling behind at the
beginning of the second half. We didn't convert
easy opportunities, we turned the ball over too
much, and we didn't get any offensive
rebounds."
Faberman continued to dominate the
rebounding and led the Eagles to a 51-37 advantage with 11:17 remaining in the game.
When Jaynes was asked how Faberman
managed to control the offensive rebounding
so easily, she said, "Faberman was never
blocked out at all. Someone wasn't doing her
job."
When Faberman wasn't pulling down offensive rebounds and turning them into points,
guard Jaqui Frazier, daughter of former
heavyweight boxing champ Joe Frazier, was
scoring on outside jump shots. Frazier finished
with 17 points, 11 in the second half.
Eagles' Jeannie Booros and Darsi Smith
finished with 16 and 15 points respectively.
Each was instrumental in American's second
half spurt.
For the Duchesses, freshman point guard
Sue Manelski scored 19 points, shooting eight
for 18 from the field, and fellow, freshmen Beth
Hamilton and Michele James scored 13 and 10
points respectively. Hamilton gathered a
team-high 12 rebounds.
This weekend the Duchesses will travel to
Johnstown, Pa. for the Mountain Cat Classic.
JMU will open against Malone College on
Friday. Catholic University and the University
of Pittsburgh-Johnstown are the other teams
competing.

THE DUCHESSES' SUE MANELSKI hit eight of 18 attempts from the field to register 19 points
Tuesday, bidJJflUftpat f^fflfffcajiLVfliifflltOl'iS-Jtff.teHXAint* Duchesses third this season
and extended a consectnuve less streairraal aatel'tacfcW Feb.I of last yeaTrWrtnr.- —»»■■»*■"
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* Townes
(Continued from page 12.)

PtwH by Y« Matay*

FRESHMAN DARRELL JACKSON had impressive performances in JMU's first two games. Jackson scored 10 points
and grabbed six rebounds in the Dukes win over MarylandEastern Shore.
■

* Reserves

(Continued from page 12.)
Campanelli said. "He
is an athlete similiar to the style of a Blackmon or Shoulders.
What Darrell doesn't have is experience."
Jackson's encore against Maryland of Eastern Shore was even
more impressive as he tallied 10 points, and pulled down six
rebounds.
Campanelli gave Jackson the nod as the second man off the
bench and allowed him 19 minutes. Campanelli went so far as to
say Jackson may be a spot starter in a few games this season.
"There may be some nights when we might want to start a kid
like Jackson," Campanelli said. "He played Marlow Barkley.
That kid is a pretty good player. He had 19 points and Jackson
shut him down for six minutes."
Jackson was not so sure about a starting role.
"i'm just going in there to try and get some points and contribute," Jackson said. "I'm not looking to start. Coming off the
bench and being able to contribute is fine."
Last year Jackson attended Fork Union Military Academy,
which is a prep school located outside Richmond — Jackson's
hometown. The experience he received there has been tvnpfinipi
in his adjustment to college ball Jackson said.
"It helped me a lot. In high school I played center with my back
to the basket. I needed to get some experience playing at forward," Jackson said. "I got a lot of good game experience at Fork
Union."
Campanelli used 6-foot-7 sophomore Woody Boler to relieve
starting forward Bob Donohoe. If Boler continues to match his
first two performances, he may work himself into the starting
lineup.
Boler, who leads the team with 13 rebounds, dominated both the
offensive and defensive boards in his combined playing time of 32
minutes in the first two games.

Linton Townes and Dan Ruland, who led the
Dukes against Whittier, were key contributors
against Maryland-Eastern Shore.
Townes, who scored 18 points and grabbed
six rebounds in the Dukes' opener, led the team
in scoring against the Hawks as he duplicated
his previous performance.
The 6-foot-7 forward played just 29 minutes.
Campanelli explained that he did not think
there was a need to play Townes any longer.
Campanelli said that he wanted his younger
players to get some experience.
Townes and guard Charles Fisher were both
celebrating their birthdays Monday.
Fisher tied Ruland for second place scoring
honors with 12 points.
Against the Poets, Ruland had a game-high
19 points, scored 10 of JMU's first 12 and
hauled in five rebounds.
In that contest, Ruland hit three straight
jumpers from about 15 feet, all coming from an
area called the "elbow right at the foul line
extended" according to Campanelli.
On Monday, Ruland, who is now 15 of 20 from
the field, connected four more times from the
same spot.
"Danny's got to hit that shot, because later
in the season when we play against the big
center and we get him away from the basket it
will be advantage for us," Campanelli said.
"Most big men can't hit those 16 and 18 footers
so hopefully that will help us out"
Ruland said the shot is a favorite.
"They've been giving me the foul line
jumper and I've been taking it," he said. "It is
a good range shot."
Campanelli said that Ruland has become a
more confident offensive player and will be

Seventh
FRIDAY. DEC. 4. 7 p.m.

CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME, • p.m.

Bucknell
sATURDAY. DEC. 5
v eniteitc

CONSOLATION
GAME, 7 p.m.
•

FRIDAY. DEC. 4, 1 p.m.
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the peer and the peri
Dec.4,5,11A12
8 pm
Larimer-Shaeffer Tickets
Theatre
$4.00 Adults
$3.00 Students

Call the Center (-6552) to register,
or for more information.
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James Madison University
Opera Workshop
Presents

Jgilbert & S"ulIivons

December 9
Rooms A&B
Warren Campus Center
between 10 am and 3pm

■
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Drexel

The Counseling and Student Development Center will
offer workshops on test preparation, relaxation and stress
management on

'
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JametMaditon

HASSimmSBf WORRmABOUT EXAMS?
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counted on more in that area this season.
"Danny's got to be in double figures every
game, there's no question about that,"
Campanelli said.
Fisher, who had been hampered by injuries
this semester, appeared healthier than expected. He showed little signs of pain in either
his ankle (broken in September) or his right
shoulder.
^"My shoulder feels a lot better, but my ankle
is not as strong as I would like it to be," Fisher
said after the Dukes' contest Monday.
Fisher attributed his quick recovery to the
persistence of JMU's fulltime trainer Ron
Stefancin. Fisher said Stefancin has been
responsible for making sure that Fisher
receives whirlpool treatments twice a day.
This weekend JMU hosts its seventh invitational tournament. The Dukes meet
Bucknell University in the tournament opener
Friday night at 7 p.m.
In the second game, to be played at 9 p.m.,
Drexel University will face Vermont
University.
Campanelli, who was pleased with his
team's first two performances, said there were
only some minor adjustments that he would
like to see his squad make in its play this
weekend.
"I think what we need to do is maintain the
level of intensity we've had on defense and just
maybe execute a tad better on offense,"
Campanelli said. "The only thing we didn't do
well in the first half (in the game with
Maryland-Eastern Shore) was get the ball
inside.
"We kind of lived by the jump shot and I'd
like to be able to go inside more because when
you go inside you have a greater chance of
getting fouled."

Bcj( Office opens Nov. 30
For information call
433HS253 or 433-O260
■ I »
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract available for spring
semester. Call 433-3368 or 4333879, or write F. Ligsay at
P.O. 2054, campus mail.

by Garry Trudeau
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AS A RESULT, IT LOOKED
LIKE YOU WERE MORE INTERESTEDIN SCORING A PUBLIC
RELATIONS COUP IN EUROPE
THAN IN TAKING ANY REAL
STEPSTDREDUCETHE1HREAT
, OF NUCLEAR WAR.
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WELL, YES, SIR,
HEY, C'MON. BUT THAT ONLY
I RENAMEP MEANT YOU WERE
SALT, PIDNT COMMITTEDTO
CHANGING THE
I?
STATIONERY.
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FOR SALE: Surplus Jeep.
Value $3094, sold for $33. Call
602-941-8014 ext 8290 for information
on
buying.
FOR SALE OR RENT: In the
city, two story brick house
featuring three bedrooms,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, bath, pine floors, full
basement on a nice size lot.
Only $45,900. Call Sandy
Marshall, 289-5526 or Home
Law
Realty,
433-2464.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract available for spring
semester. Call 433-3369 or 4333879, or write F. Ligsay at
P.O. 2054, campus mail.
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ED, WHAT ARE YOU BETTING FROM CONGRESS
ABOUT STOCKMAN? HAS
HIS CREDIBILITY BEEN
IRRETRIEVABLY COMPRD|
MISED?

WELL, WE SHOULD FIND OUT
TODAY. HE WENT UP TO THE
HILL TODAY TO PRESENT
OUR LATEST BUDGET
DEFICIT FIGURES.

/

GOOD FOR HIM.
THAT TAKES GUTS.
I'M SURE THE COMMITTEE WILL RESPECT
HIM FOR IT.

HA HA/

m m j ISTmm
WrOKAY.
HOUJABOUT

-HA!

\

FOR SALE: Male housing
contract for spring semester
discount offered. Box 3154,
433-5280.
FOR SALE: Surplus Jeep.
Value $3094, sold for $33. Call
602-941-8014 ext. 8290 for information
on
buying.

Lost
LOST: A gold chaim in shape
of a monkey on a gold chain.
Reward if found please call
433-3242. Has a lot of sentimental value to owner.

i KNOW., m
D0NTW THINK
WESHOULPGET
UP, DEAR? ITS
NEARLY 9:30..

JUSTBEEN
THINKING
ABOUT DAVE
STOCKMAN..

' i

NOPE. rMN0T6lVING
IN. AS IMP SENATOR BAKER YESTERDAY,
f MLLYOU
HAVETOLET CONGRESS CAN LEAN
ON ME ALL THEY WANT,
HIM 60,
BUT DAVID STOCKMAN
^ DEAR?
IS MY..HEY!

WHAT'S
WRONG,
DEAR?

WHAT'S.-WHAT'S
THAT DOWN AT
THE FOOT OF
THE BED?..

I

1

OH, MY GOD..
7HEHEAP
OF A TROJAN
HORSE!

Services
EXPERT TYPIST: Secretary
working on campus mornings
will type afternoons and
evenings, $1.00 per page, elite
type, paper included. Call
after 1:30 p.m. to 434-7508.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
SERVICE: Both pica and elite
on self-correcting typewriter.
Call Mary Lou Glick, 879-9962.

StaratpvCampus

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

ELECTRONIC
EARRING
AND PIN: Hot, red Love Lite
comes complete with a mini
battery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING,
Box
1007-A,
Warwick,
R.I.
02888.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
SERVICES
AVAILABLE:
Term
papers,
theses,
resumes, etc. available IBM
Selectric, too. Call 433-8685.
VINTAGE
CLOTHING:
I890's-l920's.
Yesterday's
collectibles, 115 W. Water St.
434-1955. Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
everyday.
TYPING SERVICE: 18 yean
experience;
dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. Double
spaced material 85 cents per
page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935.

Help Wanted
BABYSITTER
NEEDED:
For second semester on
M.W.F from 10:30-12:00 noon.
Will provide transportation
and good pay. If you are free
one or more days at this time,
call Bonnie at 434-3109.
HELP
WANTED:
Information on Alaskan and
overseas employment. Excellent income potential. Call
312-741-9780 extension 3131.

Campus Quo

by IVula Dubil
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HelpWanted

Zor

by Brvan GaBasher

OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500$ 1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.
ROOMMATES
WANTED:
Two
female
roommates
needed for Squire Hill Apt.
Two bedrooms, phone, HBO,
100 a month plus electricity.
Call Robin or Leeanne at 4331931.
WANTED: Male roommate
for two bedroom twohouse
apt. $125 plus utilities. Call
434-4948.
ROOMMATE
WANTED:
Female to share apatment
with two other females. Three
bedrooms, wall-to-wall carpeting, double bed included.
Have AC, dishwasher and
washing facilities. Shank I
apartments, IVi miles from
campus, bus provided. Rent
$92 and utilities. Wanted for
spring semester. Call Karen,
Marilyn or Joanne at 434-1356.

ROOMMATE
WANTED:
Park Crest twohouse, own
bedroom, all appliances, good
location, available Dec. 18.
Call 433-0228.
-

FOR RENT: Two or three
bedroom
apartment
in
Weyers Cave. $265 per month.
Everything included.
Available early December.
Call
234-8100
after
5.

For Rent

FOR RENT:
Brand-new
carpeted
one
bedroom
apartment, available January
1, 1982, on Norwood St.
(behind Bonanza). Fully
equipped kitchen. Security
deposit and lease required. No
Pets.
Call
434-2449.

ROOM FOR RENT: (Part of
larger house). Private entrance, complete kitchen,
living room, storage space,
furnished, one block from
campus! Call Michael Kelley
433-3594.

The public has

^jjSmwiI iPTt r

Bull be put behind bars.

HARRIS GARDENS
APARTMENTS:
Country
atmosphere with city conveniences.
Two-bedroom
apartments now available.
Ideally suited
for two
roommates. $240 per month,
includes all utilities. One year
leases.
City
bus
transportation to our own bus stop.
Call Bob Rivera at 434-6569.
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING
FOR SECOND SEMESTER:
Student house for females. 4 >£
blocks from campus, semifurnished, reasonable rents.
Single and double rooms. Call
434-8206.

Misc.
GIVE A VALLEY LANDSCAPE: Autumn colors-Peak
in
background.
Limited
edition prints $24.00. Judy
Priston434-8553.
ROLLING STONES TICKETS
FOR SALE: December 7, 8
and 9 for the Capital Center.
Excellent
floor
seats
available. Serious Inquiries
only!
Call
433-3633.
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT
WHOLESALE OR BELOW
AT Harrisonburg Discount
Furniture. We sell - name
brand factory seconds, closeouts, scratch and dent, etc.
One block North of Roses off
Rt. 11 on West Johnson Street.
Next to Rockingham Bag Co.
and Harrisonburg Ceramics.
Open 10-6 Monday-Sat. 4339532.

SCI^ITZ

Personals
:■'

[toALT UQU<#

SPACE SHARKS: Are landing
Friday night at Gifford
Basement!!
Ticket
information
call
5543.

■

SHANK I SLUMBERERS:
While you sleep I've been
forming a socialist rebellion in
Europe. But the fun's almost
over; I must return and
recharge my lungs. Put all
Floyd albums in order for the
great cloud of decadence
redecends on J.M.U. Shrooms
for everyone.
Viva
la
revolution! ENGLISH HOME
GROWN
C.O.A.G.:
Beware
of
S.T.U.D.!! We can strike at
any time. The Bunny Lives!
The Sigma Tau Upsilon Delta
Brothers.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY P.B.:
The biggest stud of all! Go
wild at the Christmas Bash!
Don't "Loaf" around. From
your
S.T.U.D.
bro's.
DEAR LINDA: I don't listen
so well either, but I hear you.
Good
luck.
WOODPECKER: We're on
our way bebe, billions and
billions is perfect, ah but no
less. You got that special
magic. Is that your secret? As
Joni says you turn me on like a
radio, darlin'. Wanna immortalize our names, gotta do
it quick, cause old man winter
is on his way. Me yell at
waitresses, nonsense! JELLY
TO VALERIE: We're going to
miss you girl! We wish you the
best of luck with your new
endeavors. Remember that
we're behind you and will
always be just of phone call
away. We've had some great
times the last couple years,
and still will, only maybe not
as often. You're the greatest,
Val. We love ya!! JB, TJ, U.

Tte Bwlu Sttab

■

Th« Purpla lulldlitg On Th« Court Squora
2 North Main $».. Marriwrnburg
Opwi Thursday •"•' ?•**•? *••*«* '«* * p.m.
Oaan Dally 10 a.m. to • p.m.
Maatar Charff* aa4 Vh»

HOLIDAY HOURS
10-9
it's the right time to make the break from beer to Bull. BeLui.se now
Schlta Malt liquor is on tap. And anyone who's tried the smooth,
distinctiveiaste of the Bull can testify to its many arresting qualities. So vvhv
not try SchTitz Malt Liquor on tap. Ufe're sure of what the verdict will be.

Pont Say Beer, Say Bull On Tap!
DOD DISTRIBUTING

Monday - Friday
10-5

Saturday

SPECIALS
throughout the store

*
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"Viewpoint—
United Way campaign
SALAD BAR j

Giving pressure
A helping hand can be less helpful when the arm is being
twisted.
The administration's pledge card policy for soliciting United
Way donations puts unnecessary pressure on potential contributors.
Faculty and staff members are required to sign and return a
card stating how much they pledge to the charity. Cards must be
returned even if no donation is made. The cards bear the name
and department of the recipient.
But a voluntary act should not require mandatory participation
of any kind.
Tom Watkins, director of the university campaign, said the
pledge cards are issued to ensure that each faculty and staff
member has the chance to make a donation. If that is the cards'
main purpose, then delivering a card to each teacher (handcarried, no less) should provide ample opportunity for contributing. No obligation should be made for returning pledge
cards.
If a total of JMU's donations is desired, the cards should be sent
directly to the United Way office.
Also, handing out United Way "Suggested Giving Guides"
which recommend that donors "consider a donation of one hour's
pay per month" is in poor taste. Charity should come from the
heart, not the pay scale. Generosity does not necessarily increase
with income.
If records of who does and does not donate are not kept, as
Watkins claims, then collecting the cards is pointless.
More important, many teachers say the policy invades their
privacy.
The pledge card policy should be dropped. A helping hand
twisted can become tight-fisted.

A-pathetic excuse
One student does not a forum make. Yet only one student
showed up for the Nov. 18 Student Government Association
Speakout Forum, designed to give students the chance to voice
their opinions directly to the SGA.
It failed because of apathy on the part of both SGA members
and students.
The event needed mope publicity. SGA Legislative VicePresident Brian Skala said he had the event announced at various
meetings and in the Warren Campus Center and plans for it appeared in several stories in The Breeie.
Skala said he also asked senators to post signs announcing the
forum in their dormitories, but many did not. These senators, as
Skala said, "got caught with their pants down," and the bare
apathetic truth showed.
Several senators who admitted they had not put up signs
claimed they did not have the time to do so.
Despite the first Speakout Forum's fiasco, the idea of SGAstudent forums is worthwhile. The two groups need to communicate and keep each other informed about their respective
needs and plans.
Forums should be held regularly, say once a month. Additional
hearings should be held when issues of special interest or importance arise.
Forums regarding major issues such as birth control service
proposals or budgeting plans should include specific agendas in
announcements and advertising.
Announcements should be made by persons who have five
minutes to make and post a sign.
As for the students, they should not wait for the other guy to
express their opinions for them. Anyone with complaints who
knew about the forum but stayed home must share the blame for
the initial forum's failure.
Once the forums become regular, well-publicized events, they
should begin to serve their purpose: to bring the students and
their government together to form a true student-government
association.
Apathy is apathetic excuse for not getting things done.

~r
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Mice, roaches munch in D-hall
By KENNETH SULLIVAN
"You didn't see that!"
I heard a D-hall worker say that to a girl just
in front of me as he placed his hand over
something on the transparent shield above the
salad bar in D-hall 2.
What's under his hand? I wondered, and
waited patiently for him to remove his hand as
soon as the girl continued on down the line.
Just as I was reaching for my salad bowl, the
D-hall worker lifted his hand and, much to my
dismay, I saw a cockroach wiggle out from
underneath. Nothing like a cockroach right
above the salad to make one go without.
Disgusted, I proceded on down the line and
took my seat. I tried not to think how unsanitary the conditions must be back where the
food is prepared. I tried to forget about the
cockroach but couldn't.

Guestspot
Last year I saw a mouse crawling around
near the bottom of a curtain in D-hall 2. I
almost wrote to complain about it but blew it
off, figuring my letter would not change
anything. After all, I only saw one measly
mouse.
Now that I have seen for myself that both
cockroaches and mice inhabit D-hall I believe I
am doing the right thing by writing this
editorial. I hope that someone who can do
something about the problem picks up a copy
and reads this.
I did a little research and came across a
statement made by Hank Moody, contract
dining manager, in a Sept. 7 article that said
Food Services officials began discussing
solution to the fly problem after many students
complained In the same article, Robert
Griffin, director of Food Services, pointed out
that "Food Services has been aware of the.
(fly) problem for two or three years." Griffin
said the bug lights (worth over $18,000) were
purchased after Food Services officials tested
one light out in the Dining Hall receiving area.
In all, 39 bug lights in varying sizes were
purchased. The larger ones are located in the
kitchen; Moody said they were placed "where
they were tactically best kill flies."
He added that some lights had to be
relocated. One light was moved away from the
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salad bar because it was feared that a stray
electrocuted fly might drop on the food
processing table.
Isn't that ironic? I wonder, where would they
place one of Muhammed Ali's "Roach Motels"
if they wanted to get rid of salad-hungry
cockroaches?
What do you think, Mr. Moody? How about
experimenting with one or two in the D-hall
receiving area? They are not nearly as expensive as the bug lights. And since the
receiving area seems to be the proving ground,
Mr. Griffin, what would you think about the
idea of putting some super-deluxe mouse traps
in there as well, to test them out as a possible
solution to our mouse problem?
By the way, Mr. Griffin, how long has Food
Services been aware of the cockroaches and
mice? I guess it hasn't quite been "two or three
years" yet.
On NovT24, just two days agfter I spotted the
cockroach on the salad bar, I heard that
another mouse was spotted in D-hall. According to Riley Jackson, a former D-hall
employee, "all of a sudden this morning people
started looking up, and I did too, and there was
a damn mouse on top of the curtain"
"There are a lot of mice in D-hall," said Rod
Jabin, student supervisor of the D-hall utility
crew. "But," Jabin added, "they're gettin' the
place bombed over Thanksgiving."
Last year students complained about flies;
this year I want to voice my complaint: the
cockroaches and mice are problems which
need solutions.
Flies are no problem now, but I am not so
sure the bug lights are wholly responsible. I
think Mother Nature's cold weather also had
something to do with their demise.
"Mice and cockroaches are here year
round," said John Thisdell, a JMU senior and
ex-D-hall worker. "When I worked in D-hall,"
Thisdell said, "I never saw any mice but I saw
lots of roaches."
So^ood Services, if what Mr. Jabin says is
correct, that D-hall is to be fumigated over
Thanksgiving, let's hope it works. If it does not,
I suggest Food Services begin discussing
alternative solutions to the mouse and
cockroach problem.
Editor's not*. Food Services Director Robort OrllfIn confirm*
that D-hall was
fogged" during Thanksgiving Break to
eliminate cockroaches.

To the prtu aion*. chequered at it it with abuses, the wart*)
it indebted for all th* trulmphs which nave baan talma) by
reason and humanity ever arrar and oapretalen." Jama*
Madison
Tha Breeie is published every Monday and Thursday except
where otherwise noted.
Correspondence should t* addressed to Th* Breeie, Win*
Price Building. Jama* Madison University, Herrlsonburg,
Virginia ttMT
Letters to tha editor are welcomed Typed letters art
preferred, all letters must be signed and include tha author's
addess and telephone number for verification Unsigned
letters will not be published
All material it adltad at th* discretion of tha editor
Unsigned editorials give the majority opinion of The
Breeieeditor!. Letters, columns, reviews and guestspots are
the opin ions of their authors and not necessar il y those of TIN
■reeie editors or ma students, faculty or staff of Jamas
Madison University.
Comments and complaints about The Breaie should be
addressed to Chris Kouba. editor of Tba Breeie
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"^Readers' Foru
Separating the women from the girls in print
To the editor:
This letter is written in
honor of Women's Week.
I am appalled at . the
editorial and reporting inconsistencies regarding the
use of the words "women"
and "girls" in relation to the
pair words "men," "boys"
and "guys."
However, credit should be
given where credit is due; the
sports articles do follow a
specific pattern. Both sets of
teams
are
addressed
respectively as "men's" and
"women's."
As early as the first issue
mismatched gender pairs are
found in The Breeze.
In Sylvia Mall's Sept. 3
editorial, "Fashion Trends...," Ms. Mall utilizes the

term "girls" and in the next
paragraph replaces it with
" "women." Throughout the
article the word "men" is
used as the pair.
Jeff Gammage's article in
the Sept. 10 issue entitled
"Woman Attacked..." uses
"woman'.' throughout, yet in
Ms. Mall's retort editorial in
that same publication the
term "overweight girls" is
found. (It must be noted that
Mr. Gammage is consistent in
all his published articles;
"women" and "men" are
always used in pairs.)
Jill Howard goes wild with
"girls" in her two pieces in the
Sept. 14 issue. "Guys" is used
as the pair term.
The example that tops them
all is the Oct. 12 letter to the

editor by Lianne Carr, et al.
Ms. Carr commented about an
earlier letter pertaining to
locks for the suite doors in the
Village Complex. She said the
previous letter "reflected a
very chauvanistic point of
view," but she then goes on to
use the term "girls," thus
reinforcing the chauvanistic
ideas she was angered about
in the first place.
This example, along with
the Nov. 5 announcement
titled "Women's Club Softball" soliciting all interested
"girls," and the Nov. 16 article by Val Hulce, about the
new sorority and the "number
of girls signing up," and
several other journalistic booboos prove that there is
confusion about which term to

use when referring to college
females.
This is a problem. Males
have an all-age-encompassing
term, "guys," which females
do not have. Therefore,' a
precedent must be set. How
many females are going
through an identity crisis
because they never know what
they will be' called next?
"Which term is correct?",
you ask. "There are no
guidelines!"
But easy, simple guidelines
do exist:
1) Girls go with boys, men
go with women. Men with girls
can run into some legal
complications.
2) At age 18 both females
and males become legal

adults: girls become women,
boys become men.
3) Notice the signs on
bathroom doors. Boys' and
girls' facilities are found in
elementary
schools,
not
universities.

Next time, before you "girl"
somebody, think twice. How
would you like to be addressed
as a 21- or 41-year-old "boy?"
Susan Reinhardt

Singer
slighted
To the editor
This letter is in response to
the review of Roberta Peters'
recital in the Nov. 16 issue of
The Breeze. My eye caught
the headline of "Roberta
Peters' Recital 'Stunning.'"
Music lover, that I am, I
anxiously read the review to
find out about this stunning
performance.To my dismay, I
found very little of the article
to be stunning

December graduates
deserve ceremony
To the editor:
Two hundred-fifty James
Madison University students
graduate • in
December.
However, they will not be able
to graduate when they
graduate. In other words,
these graduates will not be
able to attend a December
commencement
ceremony
because one does not exist. If
a graduate wishes to attend a
ceremony, he or she must
return in May to participate in
commencement exercises.
Returning for May commencement exercises
presents
a
variety
of
problems. First of all, it is
anti-climactic to participate
in
a
commencement
ceremony when.., one has.
r

ec*vr» % MM Ai

earned one's diploma five
months earlier.
Second, the ceremony can
lack meaning because one is
not graduating with one's
class.
Third, it may not be feasible
for graduates to return for a
May commencement
ceremony due to their job
location, military assignment
or interference with graduate
or professional.schools.
We believe it is the right and
privilege of each student to
graduate when he or she
actually graduates.
Kathleen Currie
Win Davis
Johanna Pagano
Karen. Theihert .
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The reviewer apparently
knows little about opera since
the
article
described
everything but the music. I
read through a description of
the audience, a brief career
history- of Ms. Peters, and a
list of the music on the
program. Now we know who
was singing what, 'and who
was listening, but what about
the sound? What makes
Roberta Peters so stunning
and delightful? I am afraid
the adjectives simply are not
enough. Were the high notes
clear and controlled? Did Ms.
Peters capture the audience
with her dynamic shading?
Roberta Peters is an internationally known artist of
the opera. The Breeze review
failed to tell us why.
Cindy Wermers

Readers,
write!
Send letters to the
editor to The Breeze,
Wine-Price
Building.
Typed, double-spaced
letters are preferred;
all letters must include
the author's name,
address, and telephone
number.
. » -jrm
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Smoking 'law stinks
To the editor:
In reply to the Guestspot by
Ian Katz in the Nov. 23 issue of
The Breeze on the subject of
penalizing smokers: I hope
you are joking. If not, come off
it. None of your unbearable
suffering and agony at the
hands of merciless cigarette
smokers
can
hold
a
smoldering candle to the pain
suffered by the smokers
themselves.
Contrary to your fanatical
and selfish belief, smokers do
not smoke because they enjoy
it, or because they feel like
poisoning your air. It just
happens to be pretty hard to
stop. In fact, a definite
majority of smokers, in my
experience,
would
immediately ground the fag out
upon the first request.
Maybe you should try
asking people to refrain from
smoking
rather
than
wallowing in your own selfaggrandizing mortification.
It occurred to me that
perhaps you have a reason to
be indignant at the prospect of
early death at the hands of
other smokers. After all,
cigarette smoke, like incense
smoke and marijuana smoke.
.

flij'i ;-.,i,Vl'l V
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There is a need for change
and here is the chance for The
Breeze to start the ball rolling.
Use your editorial powers to
correct
this
horrendous
journalism and to awaken the
James Madison University
community of the fact that
students are men and women,
not men and girls.

is pretty powerful colloidal
matter.
Study after study shows that
inhaling marijuana smoke by
simply being in the same
room will cause immense
euphoria, and inhaling incense from across the hall
makes your breath smell like
raspberries. Right.
Sorry, but if this is your
essay, you have attributed
homicidal
tendencies
to
something that may, at most,
clog your throat with phlegm
(a leading cause of death
among 106-year-olds).
I am afraid we have failed
miserably on our Physics 109
test.
In truth, if the smoke from
someone else could harm you,
what use would it be to quit
smoking if anyone in your life
still smoked? My my my,
where will the insane merrygo-round ever stop?
I almost wish I had not
stopped smoking 19 months
ago. Actually, the existence of
ignorant and Pharisaical nuts
is one reason I waited so long
to quit (4 years).
Good luck getting your laws
passed.
Carlos Castells
MM; J■■.'
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'Doc'Shelton

Guitar craftsman services Valley strummers
By MARTHA STEVENS
For "Doc" Shelton, guitars have always
been an important part of his life — at
least since age four when he began playing
them.
The 28-year-old E din burg resident,
named Dwight but nicknamed after his
father who was a doctor, operates
Shelton's Guitar Workshop there. He
specializes in repairs and reconstruction,
and in designing and building guitars.
One recent project, now hanging from
the ceiling for drying, is the refinishing of
an electric Gibson.
"As far as I know, I'm one of the few
guitar workshops in the area," Shelton
said. He has worked in his Edinburg shop
for about three years; previously he had
done repair work for local music stores

guitar to clamp the instrument he is
repairing.
According to Shelton, the different types
of guitars such as steel-string, classial and
arch-top are each braced differently to
give each its unique sound.
"The arch-top does not have as much
side bracing. It does not have a lot of
resonance and so lots of jazz musicians use
it. It allows them to get a lot of fast notes in
quickly."
Shelton also has designed and built three
guitars. "When I design the guitar, I pick
my own shape I find appealing, but
nothing unusual."
Though there are several ways to build a
guitar, Shelton uses the Spanish method.
"The neck and the inside block are one
piece. The sides fit into slots and the neck

'As far as I know, I'm one of the few
guitar workshops in the area*
,like Breckenridge Sound before it went out
of business.
"When I was younger, I got into a lot of
(guitar) building," Shelton said. "I went to
a school in Vermont in 1978 called The
Guitar Research and Design Center."
In the shop, Shelton reconstructs guitars
that have been damaged uknowingly by
people who tried to do home-repairs.
"I do some custom work to repair this
kind," he said, adding, "Some people just
do assaulting things to guitars." Shelton
noted that this takes more time to not only
repair the initial damage, but the attempted repairs as well.
"I really like working on good stuff —
good guitars, then it's something I can
feel good about," he said.
Shelton uses a workboard shaped like a

is glued to the top. After gluing the neck
and top together, then I put the sides on
and then the back on."
Shelton noted that he frequently uses
mahogany on the neck and spruce on the
top of the guitar. He may use several wood
types for the sides and back. Shelton buys
the materials from suppliers.
Shelton's first guitar, which he still
owns, has a mother of pearl inlay of a
moon and a star at the top of the guitar.
Inlay involves making a cardboard cutout
of the design desired and taping mother of
pearl or another material to it. The design
then is traced onto the wood, the wood is.
cut and the inlay is glued in place..
"I really enjoy doing the inlays. I save
my designs so I can use them again."
It's all part of Shelton's love for his
work.
(Top) AFTERREPAIR1NG a
guitar, Shelton retimes it and
readjusts the string tension at
his workshop in Edinburg.
Shelton's workshop is filled
with various tools and electrical appliances such as files
and drills, as well as workboards he made himself. A
wooden
mechanism
for
bending the side strips of the
guitar was «H§er piece of
equipment. . Another
interestingfeature of the shop is
an electronic tuner. Bk
(Bottom) A GUITAR EN
THUSIAST since age four.
"Doc" Shelton demonstrates
a few chords on the first guitar
he built This guitar features
the moon and star mother of
pearl inlay he designed and
placed into the neck of the
guitar. Shelton keeps this
guitar, one of three he has
built, at his home.
"A good guitar can sell tor
about 11,000," Shelton said
Anything American-made
(like Martin and others) is
going to be pushing fi.ooo
bottom-line."
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